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Abstract: 

 In comparison with the Whole Periodic System [1], which refers only to the Atomic Level of the 
Big Cosmic Octave, comprising only nucleonic structured elements, the Extended Whole Periodic 
System [2-tables 1/1-1/2-1/3, 2/1-2/2-2/3] refers to its completing with the bionic structured 
elements too. Applying it as a pattern for the other Big Cosmic Octavic Levels/notes, results a Global 
Periodic System expressed in matricial and vorticial form [2]. These two element-types are structured 
by a core and a coating, but – as corollary of the sphere-torus duality [3] – in dual arrangement: the 
nucleonic structure consists of spheric core (protons and neutrons formed by Gluons and Quarks) 
and toroidal coating (electronic cloud), while the bionic structure by toroidal core (Quintonic 
Bions) and spherical coating (electronic Fulleren cages, similarly to the supramolecular structures) 
(3), both functioning fractal-like on every Big Cosmic Octavic Level (Tachionic, Noethic, Etheric, 
Atomic, Astral, Universal and Multiversal), with a gyroscope-like 9th axis of the bionic elements, in 
the „etheronic” start-points perpendicular to the 8(x2) nucleonic axes. Extending the meaning of the 
ETHERON as indivisible element, discovered by the Romanian Academician Ioan-Iovitz Popescu 
(nickname IOVITZU) on the Etheric Level in 1982 [4], to the other level-starting elements too – 
because already in the ancient times the original Hermetic term „atom” referred to the elements of the 
Atomic Level – results the series of tachionic (G. Feinberg, 1967), noethic (F. Reines, 1956, the 
neutrinos), etheric (IOVITZU, 1982), atomic (J. J. Thomson, 1897, the electrons), astral (C. Messier, 
1758, the galaxies), universal (C. Ranzan, 2014, the cosmic cells [5]) and multiversal (in memoriam 
Hugh Everett III, Princeton, PhD thesis, 1956) ETHERONS (1, 2). 

Context: 

 Both – the nucleonic and the bionic – structures (3) followed their own way, the third – interior 
structure-less etheronic start-elements – being quite completely ignored. 

The evolution of the nucleonic atomic thinking dates back to the original ancient Hermetic times, 
being taken over more than two millenia ago by the ancient Greek philosophers Leucippus (5th 
century BC), the originator of the atomic theory, considered a speculative thinker, of which premise 
was that „nothing happens at random, but everything for a reason and by necessity”, and Democritus 
(460-370 BC), working out the different detailed applications of the theory, between others overtaking 
a detailed exposition relating the qualities to specific atomic configurations. The basic postulate of 
Greek atomism in its original form was that 1) atoms and the void alone are real, 2) the atoms are 
infinite in number, dispersed through an infinite void, 3) the individual atoms are ungenerated, 
indestructible, unalterable, homogeneous, solid and indivisible. Among the followers, Epicuros (342-
270 BC) maintained the idea that the motion of the atoms is eternal and give rise to constant collisions, 
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with twofold effects: 1) the coherent motions form compound bodies, 2) combining and separating 
of atoms, which themselves remain unaltered in substance, the so formed compound bodies possessing 
various sensible qualities: color, taste, temperature, etc. He suggested that atoms naturally fall 
vertically, in a developed Cosmos they have „weight” corresponding to their size, and the weight of 
compound bodies varies according to the proportion of atoms and void they contain. In their 
cosmogonical view, a large group of atoms becomes isolated in a great void, there they conglomerate 
and form a whirl or vortex in which atoms of similar shape and size come together, the finer atoms 
being squeezed out into the outer void, but the remainder tend toward the center, where they form a 
spherical mass. They all considered that the outer envelope of the world looked like a membrane, and 
both in Leucippus’s cosmogony and Democritus’s embriology the process of differentiation 
apparently takes place from the outside. Beyond the real atoms and their voids, they considered that 
soul and fire are composed by spherical atoms too. In the meantime Aristotle (384-322 BC) 
elaborated a contradictory atomic theory, considering all things made up of four elements: fire, water, 
air and earth, all materials on the Earth being made up of small amounts of these four elements. After 
two millenia of small steps in the evolution of materials science, John Dalton (1803) re-established 
the question of the ancient atomic thought, combining Aristotle’s and his own ideas, in his atomic 
theory demonstrating that atoms can combine with other atoms, like H2O, the akawater… After a still 
century – disturbed only by two „pre-electronic” discoveries by G. Laming (1838/1871, „electrin”) 
and G. J. Stoney (1874/1891, „electron”) – J. J. Thomson (1897, negative charged „corpuscles”) 
rediscovered the electron, in my proposed cosmic system the atomic etheron. In the 20th century 
followed a discovery-series of the atomic structure – from outside to inside: after the J. J. Thomson’s 
(1904) „plum pudding” model, with the positive atomic part in contrast to the negative charged 
electrons, E. Rutherford’s (1911) „nuclear” model, the positive atomic part being identified as 
nucleus, Niels Bohr’s (1913) „planetary” model, the electrons orbiting around the nucleus, 
respectively J. Chadwick’s (1935) „protonic-neutronic” model, preceded by the W. Heisenberg’s 
and E. Schrödinger’s (1926) „quantum” model, referring to the distribution of the electrons, as 
particles without additional inner structure. 

The evolution of the bionic atomic thinking – detailed in [2] – began similarly in the ancient 
Hermetic times, followed by Democritus’s (cca 450 BC) embriological conception, and in the 19th-
20th centuries – parallel with the evolution of the nucleonic conception, with W. Crookes’s beneficial 
contribution – evolved within the theosophic thinking [2]. The definitely bionic thinking is attashed 
to Wilhelm Reich [6], disciple of S. Freud in the 1920s, who within the Orgone-experiments in the 
1930s discovered the bion as life-particle germ. The idea of the atomic dodecahedron – truncated 
icosahedron-like polyhedron-series as virus-models was launched by R. Buckminster Fuller 
(1954) – now called fullerens – but their application as carbon atomic coating/envelope around a 
metalic or other atom as core/nucleus forming a supramolecular structure, was started by Jean-
Marie Lehn (1969). 

The etheronic start-elements on Tachionic, Noethic, Etheric, Atomic, Astral, Universal and 
Multiversal levels (2) being the tachions, neutrinos, IOVITZU’s etherons, electrons, galaxies, cosmic 
cells and filaments, their research followed different ways. So, the faster-than-light/ supraluminous 
tachions of G. Feinberg (1967)[7] with imaginary mass, so far are imaginary particles, but after the 
quaternionic model they are direct resultants of three real components. The neutrinos/Noethic 
etherons, discovered by F. Reines (1956), are the start-elements of the Noethic system discovered 
through a „revelation” by the former cosmonaut E. Mitchell (1971) [8] and rediscovered by E. 
Macovski (1984) [9], considered to have mass [10], [11], respectively the inert ones to be dark matter 
candidates [12], [13]. The Ioan-Iovitz Popescu’s (1982) [4] Etheric etherons as ether-particles, 
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discovered after many centuries of exploratory talks, are marking an unprecedented milestone in the 
well-known history of science. This discovery is based on the extending of the Uncertainty Principle 
of Heisenberg to the Observable Universe, with introduction of six basic cosmological relationships 
and clarifying the condition of stationary vortex formation in ether, i.e. of elementary particles [4]. The 
electrons/Atomic etherons, well-known from the ancient times and rediscovered in the 19th century, 
finally by J. J. Thomson (1897), is the start-element of my Whole Periodic System [1], before the 
Gluon and Quark, this trinity preceding the Hydrogen and Helium. From [14] results that „the electron 
is not really an elementary particle, but there is a substructure”. The galaxies/Astral etherons were 
detected in connection with the evolution of the optical and other instruments, so – after the pioneering 
researches of G. Galilei (1610) and I. Kant (1755) – the first catalogue was elaborated by Ch. 
Messier (1758-1795), followed by W. Herschel (1845), J. Kaptain (1920), E. Hubble (1923-1938) 
and others. The idea of cosmic cells/Universal etherons, as basic structural elements of a Cellular 
Universe, appeared in the last decades, especially within the DSSU theoretical studies of C. Ranzan 
[5,15]. from which – as detailing of this cosmic model’s main characteristics mentioned in [2] – result 
the following consequences: 1) – The cosmic cells in form of bubbles/closed packed polyhedra around 
the Big Cosmic Voids, with expanding space (with its medium, the aether) and  a center of expanding 
inside them, are rhombic dodecahedrons with 300 Mly diameter (of which inscribed sphere with 260 
Mly, respectively circumscribed sphere with 338 Mly diameter);  2) – The Universe as whole is 
functioning likewise to a Thermodynamic System, namely it is formed by successive collapses of the 
hexagonal convection cell series, resulting bigger and bigger cells; 3) – The boundaries between the 
cosmic cells – the ether-source edges and gravitation-cell vertexes – incorporate the primary, 
secondary and tertiary forms of gravitation (in accord to the 3 generations of matter-creation!!!!), 
but the cosmic cells of the outer boundaries with filaments led to formation of  Voronoi 
cells/Multiversal etherons, of which system is very similar to the neuron-network. 

Concept: 

 Based on the fractality of all phenomena of the Universe, the periodic structure on Atomic Cosmic 
Level is present on the other Cosmic Levels too, including the nucleonic and bionic structures, 
respectively the etheronic start/source elements, with their twins [1]. 

With introduction of the 9th bionic axis, in the „etheronic” start-points, perpendicular to the 8 
nucleonic axes, (=16 semi-axes), results a dimensional extending from 2D to the 3D of the Whole 
Periodic System [1], with fundamental scientific implications (1). Applying this structure as 
pattern on each Big Cosmic Octavic Level (Tachionic, Noethic-Conscious, Etheric-Sensitive, 
Atomic-Subatomic, Astral-Galactic, Universal and Multiversal), results a Global Cosmic 
System, a new paradigm in our thinking (2). 

Based on the recognition in [19] that the enigmatic GLUON is the Ultimate Physical Atom of the 
Occult Chemistry, in protonic, neutronic and etheronic/electronic forms, and in [1] that the 
gravitation is in fact etheric/etheronic current , with its central/axial, linear and planar forms or 
quaternionic interactional components, results the determinant role of the GLUONS between 
the etheronic start/transition-points of the cosmic levels. 

Description: 

 Going over the above discussed questions, the first idea is that these start elements, the „etherons”, 
respectively bionic axes of each Big Cosmic Octavic Note, are forming Quaternionic Systems with 
each two, one-another perpendicular nucleonic axes, respectively semi-axes, as rectangular coordinate 
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systems, with a bionic and two nuclear coordinates, respectively the quaternionic resultant being a 
polar coordinate. In this way, every point of the space is connected to the origin of the respective 
material system, which is evolving gyroscope-like, with a continuous creation of the successive 
elements from each other, but with sequential intermediating of the bionic elements (see [1] tables 
1-2-3-3’). Marking the bionic elements with BR0R (BION), BR1R (POST-He), BR2R (POST-Ne), BR3R (POST-
Ar), BR4R (POST-Kr), BR5R (POST-Xe), BR6R (POST-Rn), BR7R (POST-118), BR8R (POST-168), BR9R (POST-
218), BR10R (POST-290), BR11R (POST-362), BR12R (POST-460), BR13R (POST-558) [2],(2), they will form 
series of uni-central tetrahedra, these centres being the „etherons” of each cosmic 
level: P

T
PE=Tachionic Etheron, P

N
PE=Noethic Etheron, P

E
PE=Etheric Etheron, P

A
PE=Atomic 

Etheron, P

G
PE=Astral/Galactic Etheron, P

U
PE=Universal Etheron, P

M
PE=Multiversal Etheron. Thus, on the 

Atomic Level, the first tetrahedron will be formed by the vertexes P

A
PE- P

A
PGluon- P

A
PQuark-P

A
PBR0R-P

A
PE, the 

second one P

A
PE- P

A
PQ-P

A
P1H-P

A
PBR1R-P

A
PE, the third one P

A
PE- P

A
P1H-P

A
P2He-P

A
PBR1R-P

A
PE the fourth P

A
PE- P

A
P2He-P

A
P3Li-P

A
PBR2R-

P

A
PE, by the next ones the bionic spring P

A
PBR2R to P

A
PBR3R a.s.o. following after every row-end closing Halogen 

element within the stepped table [1]. In this way, the energy is wandering all over 559Z same 
tetrahedra – but the last step being P

A
PE- P

A
P557-P

A
P558-P

A
PBR13R- P

G
PE – it will be open to the next cosmic level, 

of which mechanism isn’t clarified yet, exceeding the limits of the quaternionic algebra. The other 
ending possibility is P

A
PE- P

A
P557-P

A
P558-P

A
PBR13R-P

A
PE, in the case of a closed system. In both cases, the bionic 

elements will generate new – bionic-nuclear, respectively polar – coordinate systems with the 
possibility to follow the continuous transmutation of the more or less stable elements. Coming back to 
the intermediary phases in the above sketched mechanism, occur emptinesses/”neutral gears”, with 
some systemic complications. So, in the starting rows 0. and 1. are included 2+(6+8) emptinesses, 
while in the closing column VIII.A. Noble Gases, there are 14 emptinesses, together with the 26 
elements (including the Gluon too). The three columns VIII. B. of the Heavy Metals include 14 
trinities, and 22x3 emptinesses, from which 4 in continuation of the „big neutral gears” of the rows 
34.-44.-54.-68., with 4x7 emptinesses, all of them being inner hidden obstacles in the wandering/flow 
of the electron-holded energy. 

The second idea is connected just to this energy-wandering held by the source-electrons, as starting 
etheronic elements on Atomic Level, and similarly on the other Cosmic Levels. In this assumption, the 
evolution of the elements from the start to the end of a Whole Periodic System takes place through a 
continuous syncronicity between the electron-flows of the core and of the coating/envelope of the 
nucleonic atoms, respectively by the Extended Whole Periodic System, similarly between the core 
and coating of the bionic atoms, and finally between the both atom-kinds. The big question is. how 
can this syncrony be realised? The bigger question is: how can be realised the syncrony of syncronies? 
But the biggest one is the starting of this process, the creation/source of the electrons considered 
„unsplittable”. Fortunately, the electron being „the guinea pig” of the chemical-physical researches, 
there are many data and theories referring to these questions, and the key-element of this process being 
the successive resonance, we can follow the whole cosmic octavic energetic course. Setting out from 
the fractality of the cosmic octavic levels, between their similarities are remarkable the multiple 
resonances, a consequence of the quintonic character of the core and dodecaphonic character of 
the coating of the bionic elements, respectively of the dual-trial nuclear, and octavic character of 
the coating by the nucleonic elements, similarly to the pentatonic-chromatic and octavic-harmonic 
musical systems [16]. This grandious cosmic concert – Kepler’s „Music of the Spheres’” – refers to 
each cosmic octavic note, and to the whole Big Cosmic Octave. 

The third idea refers to the quantitative questions of this general cosmic evolution process. First of 
all, it’s necessary to clarify the start itself of the Cosmic Octavic Phases, because in the reference 
study [17] and its re-interpretation [18] there are some scale-errors, namely the structure of the 
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Hydrogen atom is constituted by elements of the Etheric Level, instead of the corresponding elements 
of the Atomic Level (3), and without the starting element. The UPA-s (Ultimate Physical Atoms) are 
considered „etheric atoms” in [17], respectively „subquarks” in [18], whereas there are 
Gluon(pair)s, more exactly protonic, neutronic and electronic Gluon(pair)s on Atomic Level, 
which are forming the Hydrogen atom P

A
P1H, and similarly the respective etheric gluon(pair)s will 

be forming the Etheric Hydrogen Atom P

E
P1H (3), the electron being the atomic etheron P

A
PE, 

respectively the Iovitzu’s etheron being the etheric etheron P

E
PE, and so forth, on the other Cosmic 

Levels. Within the quaternionic three-interactional model the etheron is the resultant of the 3 
gluon(pair) components, which form quarks. Really, this model in 3D is the same OCTAVE-LAW 
PATTERN 1” from [1], reflecting the inverse rotating of two tetrahedra around a common – etheronic 
– axis, finally resulting the ATOMIC STRUCTURE 4 from [1], of which skeleton is started by the 
etheronic gluon-pairs, respectively the forming of protons and neutrons by the initial „specialized” 
protonic and neutronic gluon-pairs. The start and structure of the bionic elements were detailed in 
[2], including the massive equivalences of the start-elements of the Big Cosmic Octavic Levels. So, 
corresponding to [4] and [2], an electron contains 6.75x10P

38
P etheric/ Iovitzu’s etherons, at least based 

on their masses ([2]/(5)) of 9.1094x10P

-31
P kg, respectively 1.3494x10P

-69
P kg. Based on the 

fractality/similarity of the structure of each Cosmic Level, follows the same proportion raported to the 
Astral/Galactic Level öf 6.1495x10P

10
P kg. However, this raport is 6.75x10P

40
P, 100-times larger, only 

calculating the number of the electrons on Atomic Level will be possible to clarify this difference of 
the ascending ratios between the Cosmic Octavic Levels. The total amount will be the sum of 3 
components: 1) the first 118 nucleonic elements (4); 2) the 440 new nucleonic elements proposed in 
[1]; 3) the 14 bionic (=70 quintonic) elements. The ascendent cosmic ratio ([2]/(5)) from 10 P

34
P to 10P

44
P 

refers (probably) to the ascendent gravitation, inverse proportional to the frequency of the cosmic 
levels within the Big Cosmic Octavic Notes. Considering a total amount of 6.75x10P

38
P particles wich 

are going through each cosmic level along its cosmic cycle, resulting in every case a transmutation 
from the respective etheronic/start element to the next start-element, e.g. from the etheric/Iovitzu’s 
etheron to the atomic etheron/electron, and considering each successive element formed by such 
swirling etheronic particles/start elements/spinors, result their following total durations, respectively 
rotation periods, in terrestrial years (table 1). 

COSMIC ERAS 
(UNITS OF TIME) 

COSMIC OCTAVIC 
LEVELS/NOTES 

TOTAL DURATION 
TERRESTRIAL 
YEARS 

ROTATION 
PERIOD 
TERRESTRIAL 
YEARS 

AEON          (YEAR) MULTIVERSAL 311,040,000,000.000 10,905,356,406 
KAIROS       
(MONTH) 

UNIVERSAL   44,434.285,710,000   1,557,908,058 

KRONOS     (WEEK) GALACTIC/ASTRAL     6,347.755,102,000      222,558,294 
HEMERA     (DAY) ATOMIC-

SUBATOMIC 
       906,422,157,400        31,794,042 

HORA          (HOUR) ETHERIC-
SENSITIVE 

       129,546,022,500          4,540,006 

COSMIN      
(MINUTE) 

NOETHIC-
CONSCIOUS 

         18,506,574,640             648,858 

COSSEC       
(SECOND) 

TACHIONIC            2,643,796,377               92,694 

 

 The resulted mean quotient of 28,522 – the total number of rotations during the whole cycles as 
system-frequency – is differentiated, inverse to the ascendent gravitation, but the whole cosmic 
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evolution, the continuous energy-flowing through each note/level of the Big Cosmic Octave, was 
expressed mathematically by the Universal Wave Function of Hugh Everett III, as Many Worlds 
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics (Princeton, PhD thesis, 1956). In his conception (20), there 
are two fundamentally different ways – called Processes – in which a state function (as an element of 
a Hilbert space) of a physical system can change: 1) discontinuous change of state with a given 
certain probability, and 2) continuous deterministic change of state of an isolated system with time 
according to a wave equation. With introduction of „Relative State” formulation of Quantum 
Mechanics, results a more general theory, which includs the earlier „Steady State” theories of J. von 
Neumann and others’. Without entering in the details of this mathematical formulation, we can 
conclude that it fits well to the case of our multi-logistical cosmic octavic evolution (1), described by a 
succession of the logistical increasing curves, inscribed into a whole logistical increasing – covering – 
system, corresponding to the musical octavic scale (6). Contrary to the obvious cognition process from 
general to particular circles-waves-fractals, the recognition of the cosmic levels starts from the 
middle – Physical/Atomic level – up and down to the other levels, within different cosmic models (5) 
and representations of the cosmic eras (7, 8), the reference unit being our Solar System’s solenoid-like 
circling of 25,920 terrestrial years around the Photon-Belt with a complete cycle of  7,948,510 
years, moving 4-times between 2 regular galactic arms in 31,794,042 years, inside the increasing of 
7-times of the 7 notes.  

Conclusions:  

Starting from the etheron of each Cosmic Level, the gluon-pairs (double-helical etheron-pairs with 
double resonance), in trinitary systemic summing, form 2x3=6 kind quarks/triple resonance, which in 
trinitary grouping form protons and neutrons (3), namely the nucleons in the case of the nucleonic 
atoms. In the other case – of the bionic atoms – the gluons or UPA-s will form the pulsating 
quintonic bionic core. In both cases the coating/envelope is formed by the respective etherons, but in 
form of cloud, respectively fullerene-like cage [2]. 

The Multi-logistical Cosmic Evolutive Model resulted through extension of the actually official 
accepted Periodic System with these bionic elements arranged on a bionic axis starting from the 
etheronic points of each Cosmic Octavic Level, reflects and refracts light-like the complex cosmic 
structure and evolution, but inevitably correlated with the new, more general Everettean „Relative 
State” vision, including the classical State-visions. 

Far-exceeding the original Aristotlean (a.s.o.) bivalent logical system, this 7-stepped logistical  cosmic 
octavic evolutionary system, in correlation with a 7-valent logical system – similarly to the ancient 
Indian Jaina 7-valued logic and philosophy [21] – resulted from the systemic summing of 3 
monovalent (+,0,-), 3 bivalent (+0,-0,+-) and 1 trivalent (+,0,-) logical values, is forming the above 
mantioned new paradigm in the science.  
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MULTI.LOGISTICAL COSMIC OCTAVIC EVOLUTION

(HUGH EVERETT'S ORIGTNAL IDEA, PR|NCETON, 1956)
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NUCLEONIC AND BIONIC DUAL ATOMIC MODELS (3)
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SKETCH OF THE DYNAMIC AND STATTC L'NIVERSE MODELS (5)
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(8)HIERARCHY OF THE GODS ON THE PHOTON.BELT
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